Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

One of the malignant tumors is Breast Cancer (BC) that starts in the cells of breast. This disease is more commonly seen in women, but men can get it too (Wang et al., 2015). In 2012, there is approximately 14 million new cases of cancer in addition 8.2 million cancer related deaths. The five most common cancer among women were breast, colorectal, lung, cervix and stomach cancer. BC caused to 521,000 deaths in 2012 solely (Yi et al., 2005). In the same year, 1.7 million (12% of all new cancer cases) new cases of BC diagnosed (second most common cancer overall) that is 25% of all cancers in women (Tao et al., 2014).

Survival analysis is a collection of statistical procedures for data analysis for which the outcome variable of interest is time until an event occurs. Time can be days, weeks, months or years and event can be death, recurrence, incidence relapse from remission. In survival analysis, we usually refer to time variable as survival time (Kleinbaum and Klein, 2012).

There are two main regression models. One is Cox Proportional Hazards (PH) model as semi-parametric model and another is accelerated failure time model as parametric model. Baseline hazard in Cox PH model is not assumed to be of a parametric form and this model did not specify any distribution for time to event. Then this model is most used model for survival analysis (Pourhoseingholi et al., 2007). Efron (1977) and Oakes (1977) showed that under certain circumstances, parametric models are better than Cox PH model. In parametric model unlike cox model, survival time assumed to follow some distribution such as Normal, Poisson and Binomial distribution. Parametric models are better than cox model, when researcher can specify a suitable distribution to survival time.

Now, assume that the studied population formed from two groups. Patients who experience the event of interest (susceptible individuals) and cured patients that never experience it (non-susceptible individuals) (Maller and Zhou, 1996). With developments in medical sciences and new treatments, we now encounter with more disease that some patients are expected to be cured. Parametric models such as Weibull or Gamma do not account for probability of cure (Cox and Oakes, 1984). Although subtle, there is difference between censoring and cure. A patient is censored if does not fail within the monitoring time window of a particular subject, while cure refers to one who will not fail within any reasonable monitoring time window (Gu et al., 2011).

There is two main models for population with cure and susceptible individuals. One is Mixture cure rate model or standard cure rate model. In this model supposed that there is π percent of individuals as cured and 1- π percent of individuals as susceptible. Survival function of this model written as:
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Where is the mixing parameter (cure fraction) and S~0~(t) denotes survival function of susceptible patients (Mazucheli et al., 2013). Another cure rate model named as Non-mixture cure rate model. The survival function for Non-mixture cure rate model is:
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Again, and S~0~(t) is survival function for susceptible individuals (Martinez et al., 2013). One of ways for identifying existence of cure fraction is Kaplan-Meier curve. Then, Survival curve has a plateau among long-term survivors. Then cure rate model may be useful to analyze data (Baghestani et al., 2015). The aim of this study was to compare cure rate models to find the best model fitting survival time of BC data.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

Data of 787 patients with BC were used which recognized by Cancer Research Center of Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran-Iran from 1985 until 2013. Then, Variables size of tumor, stage of cancer, age at diagnosis time and Number of Removed Positive Lymph Nodes (NRPLN) were imported to study that are clinically important too. All of variables are quantitative unless stage of cancer with 2 subgroups. In the present study, patients with 1 and 2 stage of cancer to group A and patients with stage 3 and 4 imported to group B.

Cure rate models to estimate the cure fraction was first developed by Boag in 1949 (Boag and John, 1949). There is two type of cure rate model, Mixture and Non-Mixture. In the present study, Non-Mixture cure rate model were fitted. This model formulated within a biological context presented by Yakovlev and Tsodikov (1996) then Chen et al., (1999). The progression (or promotion) time for the jth tumor cell is denoted by, where N is an unobservable (or latent) random variable indicating the number of clonogen tumor cells at the end of treatment which can produce a detectable cancer. In individuals with N=0, we can define to represent a cure. In this study, latent variable has Negative binomial distribution with probability function such as:
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Where m=0,1,2,....*η\>O,θ\>O, E(N)=θ*, and *Var(N)=θ+η^θ2^*(Piegorsch, 1999; Saha and Paul, 2005; Cancho et al., 2011). The population survival time is indicated by:
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And the corresponding population hazard function is:
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Then, F(t) indicate Cumulative distribution function of survival time. Survival time is equal to the time until the patient's death or the censoring time. Covariates in the model connected to *Θ* ![](APJCP-19-1601-g006.jpg) by where n is the number of subjects and *β* is equal to a k\*1 vector of regression coefficient. It is apparent that there is a relation between covariates and cure rate. Since ![](APJCP-19-1601-g007.jpg), we can conclude an inverse relation between them. Thus, in a covariate with positive coefficient, an increase in its value implies a reduction in the cure rate (keeping constant all other covariates) (Cancho et al., 2011).

Cure rate models with different distribution of survival time were fitted. Weibull, Log normal and Logistic distribution specified for survival time and specified models were fitted to data with SAS 9.2. Among interpreting results, models were compared together by Deviance Information Criterion (DIC). This criterion has been introduced by David Spiegelhalter in 2002:
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Where *P~D~* is the complexity as a measure of effective number of parameters, which is:
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*P~D~* want to say that the effective number of parameters is the posterior mean deviance minus the deviance measured at the posterior mean of the parameters (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002).

All of cure rate models have latent variable with negative binomial distribution. Latent variable is defined as the number of remaining cancer cells in cancerous tissue after receiving treatment (Hanin et al., 2001; Cancho et al., 2015). Finally, results of fitting model with small DIC were reported.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

A total of 787 women with BC and mean (SD) of age equal to 48.47 (11.49) years were included in the analysis. The patients age at diagnosis BC ranged from 17 to 84 years with Mean of survival time and Maximum follow up time equal to 55.12 and 326 months respectively. During following patients, 145(18.4%) patients with mean of survival time equal to 46.07 months died from BC and others survived (censored). In average, every patient has a tumor of 3.23 cm and near 3 (exactly 2.80) number of removed positive lymph nodes. Also, stage of cancer has two subgroups which described in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Also, 1-year, 5-year and 10-year survival rate was 94, 77 and 56 percent respectively.

###### 

Baseline Characteristics of Patients by Stage of Cancer

  Variable          Category   No (%)       Survival mean in month (SD)   Number of died(%)
  ----------------- ---------- ------------ ----------------------------- -------------------
  stage of cancer   A          529 (67.2)   56.53 (45.96)                 47 (8.9)
                    B          258 (32.8)   52.25 (41.95)                 98 (38)

Drawing Kaplan-Meier curve is one of methods for finding existence of cure fraction and patients that cured. There are cured patients if curve be flat after following patients long time ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It seems after 180 month, curve has been flat and continued like a straight line forever.
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Thus, Cur rate models with Weibull, Log normal and Logistics distributions specified for survival time were fitted and DIC criteria for all of them indicated in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. This table showed that DIC of Log normal is smaller than others. Although, DIC of model with weibull distribution is near to that.

###### 

DIC Criteria for Weibull, Log Normal and Logistic Cure Rate Model

  Cure rate model   DIC
  ----------------- ---------
  Weibull           1942.07
  Log normal        1820.56
  Logistic          2356.04

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} indicated that DIC criteria of Log normal cure rate model is smaller than Weibull and Logistic model. Although results of three models were indicated in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, most comparisons were done on Log normal cure rate model.

###### 

Results of Fitting Cure Rate Models to Breast Cancer Data

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Model                Parameters           Mean\*\* (SD)   Credible Interval   Sig.    Cure rate   
  -------------------- -------------------- --------------- ------------------- ------- ----------- ----
                       Intercept            -2.07           -4.17               0.19    \-          \-

  Weibull              stage of cancer A\   REF             REF                 \-      \-          
                          B                                                                         

  0.58                 -1.70                2.11                                0.97                

  Age                  0.05                 0.006           0.10                \*      0.99        

  NRPLN                0.21                 0.09            0.37                \*      0.99        

  tumor size(cm)       0.38                 0.20            0.60                \*      0.98        

  Log normal           Intercept            -1.40           -1.92               -0.79   \-          \-

  stage of cancer A\   REF                  REF             \*                  \-                  
     B                                                                                              

  1.00                 0.38                 1.46                                0.85                

  Age                  0.04                 0.03            0.06                \*      0.99        

  NRPLN                0.11                 0.05            0.16                \*      0.98        

  tumor size(cm)       0.27                 0.18            0.37                \*      0.96        

  Logistic             Intercept            -7.04           -8.02               -5.53   \-          \-

  stage of cancer A\   REF                  REF             \*                  \-                  
     B                                                                                              

  2.16                 1.66                 2.88                                0.99                

  Age                  0.07                 0.04            0.09                \*      0.99        

  NRPLN                0.01                 -0.05           0.6                 \-      0.99        

  tumor size(cm)       0.18                 0.08            0.27                \*      0.99        
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\*, significant; \*\*, mean of posterior summaries; \*\*\*, shape or disperion parameter; \*\*\*\*, mean parameter

Result of fitting cure rate model with Log normal distribution for survival time showed that all of four variables are significant in cure rate of patients with BC. All of four variables, Size of tumor, NRPLN, age and stage 2 and 3 of cancer have mean (posterior summaries) with positive signs Then, cause to decrease probability of being cure in patients. For example, every 1 cm increase in size of tumor, probability of being cure decreased to 4%. Also, Cure Rate were calculated for every variable separately.

Although Weibull cure rate model has a little lager DIC than log normal, results of fitting this model indicated that Age at diagnosis, NRPLN and Size of tumor were significant on cure rate of patients. On the other side, DIC of Logistic cure rate model was more larger than two other model, regardless that effect of Stage of cancer, Age and NRPLN were significant on cure rate.

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

By last developments in medicine, some patients with enough follow up in time will not experience main event e.g. death, disease incidence, relapse from remission, recovery or any designated experience of interest. In fact, target population divided into two subgroup. One group unlike others are cured and is not susceptible to main event and will not experience main event forever (Scolas et al., 2016). When a fraction of population is not susceptible, the survival distribution is improper, leading the survival function to level off at a value different from zero. In this case, cure rate models is a suitable selection. There is two type of cure rate models. One is Mixture cure rate model (Boag, 1949; Berkson and Gage, 1952) and another Non-mixture cure rate model or Promotion time model (Tsodikov, 1998; Tsodikov et al., 2003). In the present study, Non-mixture Cure rate model with different distribution for survival time were fitted and the best model selected by DIC criteria. Since model with smaller DIC is better, cure rate model with Log normal distribution was selected. All of discussions were on results of Log normal cure rate model.

The relationship between stage of cancer and survival of patients with BC has been published in more studies (Gakwaya et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2007). Detecting BC in earlier stage cause to improve life expectancy and treatment of patients (Bray et al., 2004). In this study, Stage of cancer is a variable with 2 subgroup ((stage A (stage 1 and 2) and stage B (stage 3 and 4)). Stage A is referenced and stage B compared with them. Results showed that patients in stage B has less probability (15 percent) of being cure than patients in stage A. A Study by Carey showed that African-American cases had worse survival than Non African-American cases and variable stage of cancer was significant factor (P\<0.001) in survival of patients with BC (Carey et al., 2006). Another study indicated that black women are diagnosed at a later stage of BC compared to white women. Also, this study conclude that patients with high educational level or income have low stage of cancer (P\<0.001). Maybe, one reason is that patients with low income or education are less likely to participate in BC early detection programs (Wells and Horn, 1992). In importance of stage of cancer, Rahimazadeh et al studied 345 patients with BC. They fit cure rate model in a Non-mixed cure rate model with both Poisson and Negative Binomial distribution. They used Age at diagnosis time, metastasis and the stage of BC as prognosis factors in cure rate model. According to the results of fitting this model, metastasis and stage of BC were the significant factors in both model, but age at diagnosis was significant only in Negative Binomial model (Rahimzadeh et al., 2014).

Age at diagnosis time of BC is one of variables that role of them in cure fraction of BC patients was surveyed. This study indicated that age at diagnosis time is a factor determining probability of being cure. In fact, every one year increase in age at diagnosis time cause to 1% decrease in cure probability. In a study by Hill et al., (2015), indicated that high age at diagnosis time of BC will reduce survival of patients. Another study in Korea, estimated mean age at diagnosis equal to 48.3, very near this study (48.47 years old) (Lee and Oh, 2014). in a study by Brandt et al, age at diagnosis time categorized to 6 age group (\<40, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, \>80 years). Effect of age was surveyed in relation to survival, axillary lymph node involvement, diagnostic period and results of them reported. They conclude that young patients (\<40 years) and old patients (\>80 years) was positively associated with high BC specific mortality (BCSM). This conclusion is predominantly apparent for young women with negative auxiliary lymph node involvement BC. Finally, 80 years and more age at diagnosis time, independent of stage and diagnosis period, is a risk factor for BCSM (Brandt et al., 2015).

More study, surveyed effect of lymph node involvement in survival of BC patients (Solak et al., 2015; Giuliano et al., 1994; Albertini et al., 1996; Carter et al., 1989). In the present study, NRPLN detected as a significant factor in cure rate of patients. Every one more NRPLN cause to 2% decrease in probability of being cure. In average, every patient has 3 NRPLN. In a study, Krag et al categorized number of nodes positive (0, 1-3), number of nodes removed (\<10, ≥10) and age group (40-49, 50-79 years old). They indicated that even when all regional lymph nodes are pathologically negative, the number of nodes removed is significantly associated with survival. Also, concluded that in the group with 1-3 pathologically positive nodes, the number of nodes was associated with an even greater survival difference than with the node-negative group (Kreg and Single, 2003).

Size of tumor is one of the important factors for BC (Tabar et al., 1992; Tabar et al., 2000; Tubiana and Koscielny, 1991; Koscielny et al., 1984; Tubiana and Koscielny, 1999). Mean size of tumor in present study population was 3.23 cm. The effect of this variable on cure rate was significant. Study indicated that every 1 cm increase in size of tumor will decrease probability of being cured equal 4%. Rosenberg et al surveyed the effect of tumor size, grade, race and year at diagnosis time on survival of BC patients by Cox PH regression model. They conclude that all of variables have effect on disease-specific survival BC but effect of age at diagnosis time and stage of cancer vary over time. Finally, they indicated that large tumor size and higher tumor grade have a large negative effects on survival (Rosenberg et al., 2005). Michaelson et al in a study tried to predicting survival of patients with BC using tumor size. This study as shown in many studies revealed that survival of patients decreases as size of tumor become larger. In other words, survival of BC patients related with tumor size directly and independent of the method of detection (Michaelson et al., 2002).

In the present study, 1, 5 and 10-years survival rate of patients was found 94, 77 and 56 percent respectively. Fouladi and coworkers studied survival rate of patients with BC in Ardabil province of Iran. In this tudy, 5-year survival rate was found 51% (Fouladi et al., 2012). Another study by Rezaianzadeh et al., (2009) that conducted in Southern of Iran, three and five-year overall survival rate were found to be 76 and 58 percent respectively. In the present study, five-year survival rate were found more than mentioned studies.

In [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we can find that after 180 month (15 years) Kaplan-Meier curve of BC patients be flat. This means that after mentioned time, patients be cured and risk of death from BC in patients be equal to general population. In a study, Haghighat et al. concluded that the observed mortality rate of BC patients are equal to expected mortality rate of general population after 15 years from diagnosis BC (Haghighat et al., 2013). There is a few limitation running this model. Among them, we mention categorizing stage of cancer to two stage, selecting three popular survival distribution from several of them and inaccessibility to dossier of some patients that caused to reduce sample size of study.

In conclusion, cure rate model can be used in presence of cured patients for surveying survival of patients and factors affecting cure rate specially BC disease. In cure rate models like parametric models, a suitable distribution specified to survival time of data. It is apparent that this specification affected results of models. Some of distributions for survival time of BC are Weibull, Log-normal, Logistic and Gamma. In presence of cured patient and ability to detect and specify accurate distribution to survival time, cure rate models are preferable to usual survival models. Cure rate model with Log normal distribution for survival time (and Negative Binomial distribution for latent variable) has better results clinically than Weibull and Logistic distribution.
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